Performance optimisations for distributed analysis in ALICE
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Abstract. Performance is a critical issue in a production system accommodating hundreds of analysis users. Compared to a local session, distributed analysis is exposed to services and network latencies, remote data access and heterogeneous computing infrastructure, creating a more complex performance and efficiency optimization matrix. During the last 2 years, ALICE analysis shifted from a fast development phase to the more mature and stable code. At the same time, the frameworks and tools for deployment, monitoring and management of large productions have evolved considerably too. The ALICE Grid production system is currently used by a fair share of organized and individual user analysis, consuming up to 30% or the available resources and ranging from fully I/O-bound analysis code to CPU intensive correlations or resonances studies. While the intrinsic analysis performance is unlikely to improve by a large factor during the LHC long shutdown (LS1), the overall efficiency of the system has still to be improved by an important factor to satisfy the analysis needs. We have instrumented all analysis jobs with "sensors" collecting comprehensive monitoring information on the job running conditions and performance in order to identify bottlenecks in the data processing flow. This data are collected by the MonALISA-based ALICE Grid monitoring system and are used to steer and improve the job submission and management policy, to identify operational problems in real time and to perform automatic corrective actions. In parallel with an upgrade of our production system we are aiming for low level improvements related to data format, data management and merging of results to allow for a better performing ALICE analysis.

1. Introduction

The ALICE analysis workflow requires processing of large data sets with complex event structure in a distributed environment. This justifies sharing the input data between analysis tasks using a ‘read once - process many times’ policy. Such approach requires de-serializing the full event information to satisfy the large diversity of analysis needs, putting a non-negligible burden on the I/O. From a data processing perspective, the individual tasks are optimized for data locality in a quasi-democratic distributed system. This implies that jobs are being scheduled such that most pull data via LAN, not excluding however a small share of remote files accessed using xrootd [1]. The remote reading can pose a serious limitation for the less CPU-intensive analyses, which can become I/O bound. The behaviour becomes pathological in case of individual user analysis, leading to a lower overall ALICE analysis jobs efficiency. This paper describes the recent developments carried out in the core offline team to optimize the ALICE distributed analysis and identify and redress as much as possible the sources of inefficiency. The reason for this work is triggered by today’s analysis needs in ALICE, projected to year 2018 through the requirements of the Run3 of LHC.
We have attempted as a first step to quantify the impact of the various sources of inefficiency to our existing data flow. This analysis is quite general and applicable for other distributed analysis systems as it allows understanding what elements can be optimized and to which extent. As a second step we have instrumented the analysis jobs with real-time monitoring, allowing identifying throughput limitations depending on resource configuration and its state, for example storage server load, site configuration or analysis job type. Correlating this information with expected values collected in a test facility allows taking corrective actions, described in the following chapters. The “hunt” for efficiency in analysis reveals both strong and weak features in our analysis model and gives a general approach for analysis optimization in a distributed environment.

2. Figures from today and goals for tomorrow
During the LHC Run1, ALICE was producing in average about 4 PBytes of data suitable for analysis per month. In the same month, the data was processed about five times using about one third of the total available ALICE Grid [2] resources. During Run3, the RAW data reconstruction will be done on a dedicated online facility - the O2 [3]. By assuming a constant Grid capacity growth of about 20% per year and its fair share between analysis and simulation we estimate an increase in analysis power by a factor of 5 by 2018. On the other hand, during Run3, the event rate is expected to increase by a factor of about 50, which are several factors above the projected processing over acquisition ratio. This problem is applicable for all LHC experiments and calls for detailed reviews of the analysis workflows to improve the overall efficiency.

To collect the necessary data for the efficiency studies, we decided to implement “sensors” into the analysis framework, which send information to a centralized monitoring system. The first objective of the analysis of the collected monitoring data was to identify bottlenecks in the workflow, allowing implementing different methods of data access and throughput optimization. This implies reducing the time to solution and at the same time increasing the efficiency by reducing the overheads in different stages of the distributed analysis workflow. In addition a simplification of the event structure and making low-level optimizations like caching or vectorisation is necessary.

ALICE uses from the beginning of the data taking a common analysis framework, described in detail in previous papers [4,5]. This brings many advantages to users and allows for more efficient organized analysis. Some of these advantages are:

- Having common interfaces hiding data diversity and backend complexity;
- Freedom to run user analysis on all resources in a transparent way;
- Uniform analysis model and style covering the full workflow;
- Powerful job control and traceability;
- Sharing input data for many analysis in a train-like fashion, with an increased quota for organized analysis.

A downside of the approach was to have quite "generous" event information in the general analysis data formats to accommodate any type of analysis, leading to a bigger event size and reducing the analysis throughput and efficiency. The organized “train” model [5] also implies a larger impact of individual errors on the turnaround time and overall efficiency in distributed analysis. We also observed bad usage patterns of the framework in user analysis, which trigger in many cases inefficient use of resources.

3. Low level view on analysis efficiency
Trying to quantify efficiency in all phases of an analysis job, we end-up with a simple classification shown in figure 1. The very first stage is reading the event data from either a network stream or the local disk. The time spent for this I/O operation is proportional to the event size and with one over the streaming throughput, having as overhead the rate of I/O operations performed times the latency (or round trip time). While a fast network or a local SSD can help fetching the data faster into memory, it is very important to minimize the rate of I/O requests, especially for WAN streams. For ALICE analysis, the data streaming is steered by the ROOT framework [6] and the way to achieve this is to
activate tree caching. This will be discussed based on a simple example in this section. In figure 1, the reading and writing repeats after each event to fetch the next event and possibly to write some tree output.

Figure 1. Processing phases for ALICE analysis trains. The total time spent per event is shared by I/O ($t_{\text{read}}+t_{\text{write}}$), de-serialization of the buffers into memory objects ($t_{\text{ds}}$), processing ($t_{\text{proc}}$) and event clean-up ($t_{\text{cl}}$). These phases repeat sequentially for each processed event in case asynchronous tree prefetching is not activated in ROOT. The merging time for the analysis outputs of different jobs has to be accounted in addition, as well as the specific distributed processing overheads.

In a second stage, the event is de-serialized by ROOT from memory buffers. While this operation is accounted as CPU time by the OS, it represents in fact hidden I/O and has to be considered as such in the overall budget. Again, this time depends on the event size, but also on its complexity (i.e. number of branches that have to be de-serialized). In case of ALICE AOD format, we have recently measured that simply flattening the event structure into a single level ntuple while keeping the same information as in the original data structure (which uses composition in an object-oriented approach) reduces by a factor of two the deserialization time and highly improves the ROOT file compression factor. Table 1 presents some simple measurements for an empty analysis train, which is just reading all events in a file in different conditions. This illustrates the throughput limits to which the analysis can become I/O bound due to either reading latency or deserialization.

Table 1. Throughput limits when reading ALICE AOD data in different conditions. While in the local case the limit comes from de-serializing data, for WAN reading without caching the I/O requests is typically bound by the round trip time. A heavy load on the disk servers can additionally worsen the situation. The CPU cycles contributing to the apparent efficiency are just used for deserialization and put an upper limit to the achievable throughput.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device throughput and access time</th>
<th>Job throughput</th>
<th>Apparent job efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local spinning: 50 MB/s, 13 ms</td>
<td>5.93 MB/s</td>
<td>86.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local SSD: 266 MB/s, 0.2 ms</td>
<td>6.83 MB/s</td>
<td>94.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAN: 7.4 MB/s, 63 ms RTT</td>
<td>0.46 MB/s</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No load on the remote disk server</td>
<td>0.083 MB/s</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy load on the disk server</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
While reading the ALICE AOD from the local disk, the tests reveal an I/O bound behaviour. Most of the job time in this case is taken by de-serialisation, which limits the throughput to a maximum of about 7 MB/sec for the test machine. To be noted that this limit depends linearly on the CPU speed of the machine, fact observed directly on the I/O bound jobs being run at different computing centres.

The third phase of processing is the actual task execution, which needs to be maximized with respect to the I/O. This can be done in ALICE analysis by chaining many analyses in a single train. While this can achieve the goal of reading once and processing many times, it introduces extra memory needs and pushes the time to analysis completion. A compromise is reached by combining I/O and CPU intensive tasks in a train, thus optimizing the overall CPU/I/O performance.

Some additional analysis overheads consist in writing the output data and cleaning-up of the event transient data structures (like list of tracks) in between reading events. In the ALICE case this represents less than 1% of the total job time and will not be discussed here. What represents a real bottleneck in getting the final results for distributed analysis is the merging of all partial results produced due to the splitting of the input data to several sub-jobs. The current solution adopted in ALICE analysis and possible further improvements of this algorithm will be discussed in the following section.

We haven’t discussed the impact of the job and data management on the distributed analysis performance. This does not affect the job efficiency, but can increase significantly the time to completion. Different types of overheads can be triggered by unevenness of the sub-job completion time, delays in the jobs submission due to resource load or failed job resubmissions, thus generating long completion tails. The merging procedure introduces the necessity of additional synchronization steps as described in the following section.

Finally, analysis efficiency is also a function of the analysis algorithm quality. Monitoring performance on train-by-train basis provides information on the code quality too. We have observed also efficiency improvements in case of using more compact data sets like analysis object data, or when reading only partially the input event information. To spot the sources of analysis inefficiency, we have to consider all these details and measure the effect of each on the overall budget.

4. Overview of operations 2012/2013

Considering the overall Grid activity for this period, the approximate share of resources used by the main ALICE distributed computation task was 60% simulation, 10% raw data reconstruction and 30% data analysis. From the 30%, the share between organized and individual user analysis was evenly split. The time profile of the individual user analysis efficiency with more than 200 users is shown in figure 2.

The average efficiency of 26% for analysis jobs in 2013 is contributing to the total ALICE job efficiency with a weight of 20%. This averages among user test and production jobs, most often non-optimized. These numbers are also influenced by the fact that most ALICE physics working group’s analyses are now executed in organized central trains.
Figure 2. Time profile of individual user analysis efficiency for 5 months of operation in 2013. The average job efficiency was less than 20% for this period, spanning all possible values. This shows that such analysis mode is far from being optimal.

The benefits of running organized analysis come mostly from the fact that many analyses share the same data, which gives a large I/O reduction compared to running them individually. In addition, the CPU efficiency behaves like the best of the components. One of the downsides of organized analysis is the need to test thoroughly the performance of each individual component. This problem was addressed by a new LEGO-like system, allowing to assemble large analysis trains from individual components in an automated way [7]. The system performs individual component checks before any GRID job submission, preventing running any faulty analysis code. In addition, the LEGO frontend is based on a easy to use web interface and allows both users to register their analysis and interesting datasets, and administrators to group and schedule analysis trains according the working group priorities.

Figure 3 presents the typical interface and components of the LEGO framework. To be noted that this framework brought several improvements in both performance and code stability.
The ALICE LEGO framework interface, allowing registering analysis modules, datasets and composing trains. Each train is tested component by component on a dedicated facility, and then executed in the ALICE GRID. Every stage in this process is monitored using the MonALISA system [8].

The LEGO framework allowed for a detailed monitoring of the performance, both for sub-job efficiency and global execution of all involved stages: testing, job scheduling, execution and merging. During train operation, we have observed large inefficiency spikes for a large set of jobs that otherwise were behaving correctly in local tests. This behavior was correlated to the fact that the job splitting algorithm managed only partially to assign local files to analysis jobs, so the faulty behavior was assigned to the fact that few ROOT files were accessed through WAN. Indeed, ROOT issues a large number of read requests and not caching them leads to extremely expensive overheads related to latency to the remote disk server. Adding tree-caching support to the framework improved with a factor of more than two the overall analysis jobs efficiency, without having to modify the dispatching model.
The current situation is that despite introducing tree caching, the individual user analysis efficiency is still low. To improve the overall Grid efficiency, moving ½ of the individual user jobs to organized analysis would result in an immediate efficiency gain of 7%. Another observation is that the time to solution is almost 3 times faster for compact analysis formats for I/O bound analysis, which encourages the migration to AOD-based analysis. Our analysis led to classifying the main actions to perform to alleviate the I/O problem, which is quite important for ALICE analysis:

- Caching I/O queries and prefetching. Recent measurements indicate extra gains of 10-15% when activating data prefetching in ROOT.
- Reducing the analyzed event size, having to assess the price of cutting down generality and multiplying the number of datasets.
- Selective disabling branches can alleviate I/O cost by a factor of 5, at the price of reducing the size of the analysis trains to just few modules.
- Encouraging custom filtering and skimming procedures in organized analysis can substantially reduce the input information requirements in particular cases. We distinguish the case of rare signal analysis requiring a small fraction of input events, or analysis requesting a small fraction of the available event information.

5. Instrumenting analysis performance
We have implemented low-level "sensors" in the analysis manager to collect detailed performance information at job level. The sensors collect timing information per analysis session, measuring the
throughput and efficiency for every input file of the job. In addition, they collect information on the data sources, worker node identity or timing per analysis module within a train. The information is being read, processed and summarized by the monitoring system, allowing us to detect pathologies in the data flow, study data type effects and investigate possible flaws in train components. A typical summary output of a single train processing is given in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Job efficiency and throughput are highly dependent on the data locality (one can check the percentages of “local files” and “remote files”). “Pathologies” can be easily monitored with this tool, pointing to transient operational problems, excessive load of resources or site misconfiguration problems.

5.1. Merging strategy
Merging the analysis jobs outputs is a general problem for analysis and can introduce large overheads. Having a single merging job per master job does not scale in execution time and memory requirements in the general case. We have adopted a different solution to alleviate the linear scaling with the number of files and to profit by the intrinsic parallelism offered by a distributed system. We organize merging in stages, with a limited number of files per job in a given stage. In this process we profit from the standard scheduler policies by providing a standard collection of output files to be merged at the end of the analysis jobs. The staged merging exhibits a log(N) scalability, where N is the number of stages (maximum 5). In Figure 6 we present job profiles provided by MonALISA system, which include the merging stages. Using this merging policy, we observe that the overhead is much less than the total job time.

Figure 6. Typical ALICE analysis job time profile. The green bars represent the data processing time, the blue bars represent the merging stages per data set (in this case a run), while the final merging stage is the black bar starting as soon as the last merging job per run is completed.
6. Conclusions
The paper describes the current efforts to improve the performance of the ALICE distributed analysis jobs. The investigation method is quite general in its principles and aims to understand the limitations and possible bottlenecks of the current framework and computational fabric. We are able to monitor job efficiency information and throughput in relation with several factors: the input file location, input data type or execution site. The analysis of the collected monitoring data allowed for finding solutions to improve the overall efficiency in ALICE organized analysis by a large factor, and represent invaluable lessons for the evolution our analysis data formats and distributed processing patterns. Such studies are triggered by the future computing requirements in the LHC Run3, to be addressed within the ALICE O² project [3]. Many of these requirements are common for all LHC experiments. The evolution of the ALICE analysis framework toward a better performing system is continuing and the progress will be reported in future communications.
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